Cold Partners in Progress

Steam generator saves
energy, boosts vegetable
process speed and quality.

Source of strength
Energy efficient steam generator powers Seabrook Brothers frozen vegetable processing.

K

now your classic cartoons? One
of the most beloved involves
Popeye, a sailor for whom
spinach was a source of instant strength.
Then there’s the story of Seabrook
Brothers and Sons Inc., a frozen spinach
and vegetable processor that also
needed some extra, instant strength.
Founded in 1912 by Charles F.
Seabrook, this Seabrook, N.J., company
has become one of the nation’s leading frozen vegetable processors. Today,
a fourth generation of the Seabrook
family processes and freezes 150 million
pounds of vegetables in the Garden
State each year.
Many East Coast shoppers associate
Seabrook Farms with crisp frozen green
beans and frozen creamed spinach.
Today, a large part of the company’s
business also involves contract vegetable
processing and freezing for other manufacturers.
Quality already is a top concern
when it’s your family’s name on the
label. To grow and have contract customers put their faith in your quality as
well – meant Seabrook needed to step
up its operations even more.
In advance of greater contract
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processing volume, Seabrook Brothers
realized that it would have to get ahead
of the industry curve and find ways to
process and freeze higher quantities
faster and more efficiently. It was time
to upgrade the boilers it used for flash
steaming, cooking and freezing.
That’s when Seabrook turned to high
efficiency steam generators from Clayton Industries, a City of Industry, Calif.
“These steam generators could do
what no boiler could – bring steam
up to the right temperature so quickly
that the quality of the fresh vegetables
never became compromised,” says Wes
Seabrook, Seabrook’s owner and vice
president of engineering.
Clayton Sales Engineer Timothy
Kevill says the steam generator guarantees the highest fuel-to-steam efficiency,
is compact in size and extraordinarily
fast. He also notes that comparative fuel
costs are lower, steam generator startups are “immediate” and that Seabrook
can achieve its required vegetable steam
temperature of 200˚F … in just two
minutes.
“In addition, the Clayton steam
generator can handle load shifts almost
instantaneously,” says Kevill. “So, the

folks at Seabrook can process a small
quantity of corn and immediately follow up with a large quantity of beans,
quickly and easily.”
Kevill notes that Clayton Industries’
steam generators are explosion-proof,
providing the highest levels of safety
in the boiler industry. He adds that
Clayton’s service team features trained,
certified professionals who work only
for the company.
It’s been more than a decade since
Seabrook Brothers and Sons installed
their Clayton Steam Generator. Wes
Seabrook says the switch from a
traditional boiler to the Clayton Steam
Generator was just what the company
needed to stay ahead – and he doesn’t
see that changing.
“Our business continues to thrive as
we keep packing, not only our own high
quality vegetables, but for others, too.
These manufacturers know we only opt
for top quality whether or not our name
is stamped on the product. They know
we are the best, and that has a lot to do
with the equipment that we use.”
– Clayton Industries
(800) 423-4585 / www.claytonindustries.com
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